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Abstract—In this paper we consider a collection of relative
pose problems which arise naturally in applications for visual
indoor navigation using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). We
focus on cases where additional information from an onboard
IMU is available and thus provides a partial extrinsic calibration
through the gravitational vector. The solvers are designed for
a partially calibrated camera, for a variety of realistic indoor
scenarios, which makes it possible to navigate using images of the
ground floor. Current state-of-the-art solvers use more general
assumptions, such as using arbitrary planar structures; however,
these solvers do not yield adequate reconstructions for real scenes,
nor do they perform fast enough to be incorporated in real-time
systems.

We show that the proposed solvers enjoy better numerical
stability, are faster, and require fewer point correspondences,
compared to state-of-the-art approaches. These properties are
vital components for robust navigation in real-time systems,
and we demonstrate on both synthetic and real data that our
method outperforms other solvers, and yields superior motion
estimation1.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the lessons which have been learned in computer
vision is the importance of leveraging prior knowledge pertain-
ing to the specific vision task at hand. For geometrical com-
puter vision problems, this often means introducing constraints
encoding the prior knowledge already at the modeling stage.
Successfully making use of such prior information in a vision
system can have numerous direct benefits, such as improved
robustness, better accuracy, and faster performance. However,
constraining the solution space will in many cases come at
the cost of requiring significantly more complex algorithms. A
familiar illustration of this is the computation of fundamental
or essential matrices in epipolar geometry; the simplicity of
the seven-point [1] or eight-point [2] algorithms stands in stark
contrast to the complexity of the five-point algorithm [3].

In particular over the past two decades, the embracement
of approaches based on algebraic geometry has allowed many
constrained geometrical problems to be solved with a minimal
(or near-minimal) amount of data. This has notably been the
case for notorious problems such as five-point essential matrix
estimation [3]–[5] or optimal three-view triangulation [6]–[8],
but also for pose estimation problems involving some kind
of geometric distortion such as radial distortion [9]–[16] or
refractive distortion in underwater problems [17], [18]. These
successes have been enabled chiefly thanks to improvements

1Code available at: https://github.com/marcusvaltonen/minimal indoor uav.
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Fig. 1. The pitch and roll angles can be estimated from the IMU data, leaving
the unknown yaw angle to be determined.

in the computational algorithms themselves, but to a lesser
extent also by improvements in hardware which have made it
feasible to solve increasingly large systems.

Inspired primarily by recent papers by Saurer et al. [19]
and by Ding et al. [20], we aim to create a homography based
indoor positioning system for UAVs, that utilizes data from
an onboard IMU. One benefit of using the IMU data is that
two degrees of freedom, the roll and the pitch, are removed
from the positioning problem, only leaving a single rotational
parameter—the yaw angle—to determine. An illustration of
the envisaged situation is provided in Fig. 1.

Our main contributions are fourfold:
1) We incorporate the known IMU data for positioning using

the ground floor and a partially calibrated camera with
unknown focal length,

2) The resulting solvers are orders of magnitude faster than
the current state-of-the-art,

3) We demonstrate through numerical experiments that our
solvers are better than or on par with existing solvers with
respect to accuracy and runtime, and

4) We run the solvers in real-time on a UAV system,
demonstrating that the derived solvers are feasible for
practical real-world situations.

II. RELATED WORK

a) Pose estimation with a known direction: For many
practical pose estimation problems, there are simple ways
which allow the extraction of one particular direction, thus

https://github.com/marcusvaltonen/minimal_indoor_uav


giving some of the pose parameters for free. As shown by
Kalantari et al. [21], this could happen e.g. by detection in the
image of a horizon line or vanishing points, or through external
sources such as the gravitational vector from an IMU. Provided
a known direction and 2D–3D correspondences, Kukelova
et al. gave a closed-form solution to the absolute pose problem
for a calibrated or partially calibrated (unknown focal length)
camera [22].

Homography-based relative pose, where the plane normal is
taken as the known direction, has also been considered in the
literature. Minimal solvers for the calibrated case, including
using the ground floor (2pt) or unknown vertical plane (2.5pt)
and an arbitrary plane (3pt), were treated in [23] and [19].
In Ding et al. the 3pt case was considered, and also included
some partially calibrated cases [20], e.g. with either one or
two unknown focal lengths.

b) Estimation of focal lengths: Hartley considered the
problem of estimating the essential matrix and focal lengths
from point correspondences, under the assumption that all
other intrinsic camera parameters were known [24]. The
method is based on the eight-point algorithm [2] followed by
a series of algebraic manipulations of the fundamental matrix
to extract the focal lengths. Under the same assumptions,
Bougnoux derived a closed-form formula for computing the
focal lengths [25]. With the introduction of polynomial solvers
for various problems in computer vision, people have proposed
solvers which give directly the essential matrix and the focal
lengths, without the necessity to go via the fundamental ma-
trix. One of the early such algorithms was presented by Li [26],
who solved the problem with six point correspondences (the
minimal case). A recent paper by Kukelova et al. [27] contains,
as an application, a state-of-the-art solver to the six-point
essential matrix and focal length estimation problem. In the
experiments, we will compare our proposed solvers against
this last solver by Kukelova et al.

c) Solving multivariate polynomial equations: Solving
systems of multivariate polynomial equations numerically is
usually done through the action matrix method [28]–[30]. This
works by first expanding the equations into an elimination
template, which is then reduced to an eigenvalue problem,
where the matrix in question is known as the action matrix.
The speed of the solver depends on (i) how fast the coefficients
of the polynomials can be calculated, (ii) the size of the
elimination template, and (iii) the number of solutions. For
most cases the size of the elimination template is the dominant
factor. The numerical stability does also depend on the design,
although in a more complicated way.

Finding a reasonably sized and numerically stable elimi-
nation template for a given problem is a highly non-trivial
task, although it has been greatly simplified through the
introduction of automatic generators. One early such automatic
generator by Kukelova et al. [29] used a heuristic approach
to expand the system of equations until a valid elimination
template was obtained, and then proceeded with successively
removing one row at a time from the elimination template to
prune redundancies. Larsson et al. [31] exploited the inherent

relations between the equations to directly compute a set of
monomials with which to expand the equations in order to
yield a valid elimination template.

In addition to elimination template generation, there have
been several improvements to the numerical accuracy, numer-
ical stability, and speed of polynomial solvers. In [32] and [30],
Byröd et al. proposed performing the reduction to the action
matrix by means of either a QR decomposition or a singular
value decomposition, together with an adaptive scheme for
pruning columns which are deemed unnecessary. Naroditsky
and Daniilidis suggested elimination template trimming based
on certain algebraic conditions [33]. However, as it turns out,
there are situations where excessive reduction in template size
comes at the cost of inferior numerical stability [34]. Kuang
and Åström suggested evaluating many reduction schemes for
a large number of random problem instances in order to ensure
good numerical properties of the resulting template [35].

III. INCORPORATING THE IMU DATA

We follow the approach used in [20]. A general homog-
raphy H has eight degrees of freedom, fulfilling the Direct
Linear Transform (DLT) constraint,

x2 ∼Hx1, (1)

for two point correspondences x1 ↔ x2 on a common
scene plane. The relation (1) yields two linearly independent
equations, hence a minimum of four point correspondences
are necessary in order to estimate the homography. In the
calibrated case, with intrinsic parameters encoded in the cali-
bration matrices K1 and K2, respectively, one obtains

Heuc ∼K2HK−11 , (2)

where the Euclidean homography Heuc can be written as

Heuc ∼ R+
1

d
tnT , (3)

where R is the relative rotation between the views, n is
the plane normal, and t is the relative translation. The depth
parameter d is the distance from the first camera center to the
scene plane.

We consider the case of a common reference direction,
assumed to be aligned with the gravitational direction, which
eliminates two degrees of freedom, see Fig. 1. Therefore, after
a suitable change of coordinates, we may assume that

Hy ∼ Ry +
1

d′
t′n′T , (4)

where Ry is a rotation about the y-axis (gravitational direc-
tion). Hence, the DLT equations (1) can be written as

RT
2 K

−1
2 x2 ∼HyR

T
1 K

−1
1 x1 . (5)

The known matrices R1 and R2 are given by the IMU data,
and consist of the pitch and roll angles for the first and second
camera positions.

The relation between the original homography H , from (1),
and Hy , from (4), is thus given by

Hy ∼ RT
2 K

−1
2 HK1R1 . (6)
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Fig. 2. Error histogram for 10,000 randomly generated problem instances for the partially calibrated cases. Top to bottom: fHf , Hf , f1Hf2.

Furthermore, the relative rotation R and the relative transla-
tion t, are given by

R = R2RyR
T
1 and

t

d
= R2

t′

d′
, (7)

with the modified plane normal n′ = R1n.

A. Navigation using the ground plane

By introducing the auxiliary variables

yi = RT
j K

−1
j xi, (8)

one may reduce (5) to y2 ∼ Hyy1. For an arbitrary plane
normal n′, the matrix Hy , defined as in (4), has 6 degrees
of freedom (DoF). However, if we constrain ourselves to
navigating using the ground plane, then the plane normal is
uniquely defined (up to scale), with n′ = (0, 1, 0)T . Note,
that we can only recover the translation up to scale, hence we
may assume that the depth d′ = 1. Parameterizing the rotation
matrix as

Ry =

 cos θ 0 sin θ
0 1 0

− sin θ 0 cos θ

 , (9)

we may write

Hy =

 h1 h3 h2
0 h4 0
−h2 h5 h1

 , (10)

where R and t can be extracted directly through the entries hi,
given by

R =

 h1 0 h2
0 1 0
−h2 0 h1

 and t =

 h3
h4 − 1
h5

 , (11)

where the trigonometric constraint h21 + h22 = 1 must be
enforced to get a valid rotation matrix.

B. The calibrated case
In [19], the authors construct a minimal solver for the

calibrated case, with 4 DoF (three translation components,
and the unknown rotation about the ground floor normal). As
a consequence, one only needs two point correspondences,
which give rise to four linearly independent equations. By
parameterizing Hy as in (4), it is possible to form the linear
system2

Ah = 0, (12)

where A is a 4 × 5 matrix and h contains the hi. For non-
degenerate configurations, the matrix A has a one-dimensional
nullspace, which can be obtained using singular value decom-
position (SVD). One may fix the scale of Hy , in order to
acquire valid rotation parameters. This is achieved by using
the trigonometric constraint introduced through the parame-
terization of the rotation matrix, h21+h22 = 1, as in (11). This
approach leaves two possible solutions [19].

2In [19] the camera is aligned with the z-axis, but the same procedure can
be repeated using the y-axis instead.
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Fig. 3. Noise sensitivity comparison for Gaussian noise with standard deviation σN . For each noise level 1,000 random problem instances were generated.

IV. PARTIALLY CALIBRATED CASES FOR GROUND PLANE
NAVIGATION

We will extend the ground plane solver to three partially
calibrated cases, also considered in [20].

A. Equal and unknown focal length (fHf , 2.5-point)

Parameterize the inverse of the unknown calibration matrix
as K−1 = diag(1, 1, w), and consider the rectified points (8),
which now depend linearly on the unknown parameter w.
Parameterizing Hy as in (10), it is clear that the equations
obtained from (5) are quadratic in hi, i = 1, . . . , 5 and w.
Using 2.5-point correspondences, i.e. using 3-point correspon-
dences and discarding one of the DLT equations, together
with the constraint h21 + h22 = 1, gives six equations and
six unknowns. This system of equations has infinitely many
solutions, if we allow w = 0. Such solutions, however, do
not yield geometrically meaningful reconstructions, and should
therefore be excluded. This can be achieved using saturation,
through the method suggested in [36].

To generate a polynomial solver, we use the automatic
generator proposed in [37], from which we have 14 solutions,

and an elimination template of size 10 × 17. Exploiting
symmetries, the solutions can be obtained by solving a 7× 7
eigenvalue problem.

B. One unknown focal length (Hf , 2.5-point)

We may use the same approach as in the previous case, but
may pre-compute y1 = RT

1 K
−1
1 xi, to reduce the number of

unknown coefficients in the elimination template. Due to this
approach, we are able to reduce the eigenvalue problem to a
4 × 4 matrix 3, despite having the same amount of solutions
and elimination template

C. Different and unknown focal lengths (f1Hf2, 3-point)

Using the same approach as previously for this case resulted
in a large elimination template, and in order to reduce the
template size we opted for a different approach. Similar to [20]
we parameterize the nullspace of the homography (1). In gen-
eral, three point correspondences yield six linearly independent

3In fact, one may use the quartic formula for root finding instead, to gain
a bit of extra performance.



equations, hence the corresponding nullspace is of dimension 3
and can be parameterized using

H = α0H0 + α1H1 + α2H2. (13)

We may fix the scale by letting α0 = 1. As in the previous
case, we may parameterize the calibration matrices K1 =
diag(1, 1, w1) and K−12 = diag(1, 1, w2). Inserting this
into (6) yields a parameterization of Hy in the unknowns
α1, α2, w1, w2 of cubic degree.

Finally, given

Hy =

ĥ1 ĥ2 ĥ3
ĥ4 ĥ5 ĥ6
ĥ7 ĥ8 ĥ9

 , (14)

and comparing to (10), we obtain the four equations

ĥ1 − ĥ9 = 0, ĥ3 + ĥ7 = 0, ĥ4 = ĥ6 = 0 . (15)

In conclusion, we get four cubic equations in four unknowns.
Using the automatic generator, and carefully selecting a ba-
sis [38], we are able to find an elimination template of 10×15,
with five solutions, which are obtained by solving a 5 × 5
eigenvalue problem.

D. Synthetic experiments

1) Numerical stability and noise sensitivity: In this section
the proposed solvers are tested on synthetic data. We generate
points on the ground plane y = 0 and compare the proposed
solvers with the corresponding solvers by Ding et al. [20]4.
We only compare these solvers as they both estimate homo-
graphies, as compared to the methods by Kukelova et al. [27]
and Bougnoux [25], which estimates the fundamental matrix.
Furthermore, with noise-free data, the latter methods degener-
ate for planar correspondences.

We generate all solvers in C++, and measure the error for
the obtained homography and the focal length(s) over 10,000
randomly generated problem instances. The problem instances
are obtained by generating scene points [xi, 0, zi, 1]

T , where
xi, zi are chosen from a random distribution with zero mean
and unit variance, then projected through cameras Pi =

[Ri | ti], where Ri = R
(i)
imuR

(i)
z . The translation component

was generated at random with zero mean and unit variance.
When measuring the error, the homographies are normalized to
have last entry equal to 1. To increase numerical stability, we
use the normalization technique proposed by Ding et al. [20].
The results are shown in Fig. 2. For the partially calibrated
cases with unknown and equal focal length (fHf ), and
one unknown focal length (Hf ) the proposed solvers are
significantly more stable. Furthermore, in the case of unknown
and (possibly) different focal lengths (f1Hf2) the method
by Ding et al. [20] uses 4 point correspondences, hence
the homography estimation is a regular 4-point DLT system
obtained using SVD, with known stable properties.
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Fig. 4. Number of RANSAC inliers vs. time for the different methods. The
vertical dashed lines are the thoeretical maximal limits for the homography
based methods (lower) and the method by Kukelova et al. (upper).

V. EXPERIMENTS

To mimic real data, we distort the image point corre-
spondences by adding zero mean Gaussian noise with a
standard deviation σN , and vary the noise level. To be able
to compare the same quantity, the obtained homographies and
fundamental matrices, are decomposed to relative translation
and orientation. We proceed as in the previous experiment by
generating ground truth data, but also include non-planar point
correspondences for the 6-point and 7-point methods, in order
for them to not degenerate.

We define the errors as in [19], [20], namely

eR = arccos

(
tr(RGTR

T
est)− 1

2

)
,

et = arccos

(
tTGTtest
‖tGT‖‖test‖

)
,

ef =
|fGT − fest|

fGT
.

(16)

In Fig. 3 we show the results for the noise sensitivity exper-
iments. We note that the proposed solvers perform consistent
to SOTA solvers in all cases. We emphasize, however, that,
for the synthetic data experiments, the main benefit of using
our method is the execution time, which we show in the next
section.

1) Speed evaluation: The experiments were run on a laptop
with an Intel Core i5-6200U 2.30GHz CPU using C++ imple-
mentations based on the Eigen linear algebra library [39]. The
same optimization flags were used for all solvers. The mean
runtime for one hypothesis estimation is shown in Table I.
We note a speed-up of more than 75× for our fHf solver
compared to the SOTA solver by Ding et al. [20]. Furthermore,
we argue that this is the most relevant case for indoor UAV
navigation, as most consumer-grade UAVs have fixed focal
length; however, when considering more than one drone, the
other cases are relevant. For the case of Hf , one could have a

4Code shared by the authors.
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calibrated camera on one of the UAVs, as a reference, thus not
having to calibrate all remaining UAVs, potentially eliminating
exhaustive calibration procedures. For the f1Hf2 case we may
consider two drones (with possibly different focal lengths)
covering the same area, e.g. drone swarms [40], or drones
with varifocal optics.

Apart from being significantly faster than the SOTA solvers,
our approach benefits from requiring one less point correspon-
dence. In practice, when one uses a robust framework, such
as RANSAC, the number of iterations required depends on
the number of points to select, hence the practical speed-up is
greater than 75×, see Table II.

Furthermore, the 2.5-point and 3.5-point methods both
benefit from being able to do a consistency check of the
putative solutions, by using the third or fourth point cor-
respondence, respectively, whereas other methods need to
estimate the hypothesis every iteration. This optimization step
was implemented for the fHf solvers, and we compare the
number of inliers vs total execution time, see Fig. 4, in a
complete RANSAC framework. In this experiment 100 points
were generated on the ground plane, as well as 30 point
non-planar correspondences, in order to simulate a possible
real-life scenario. Noise was added, and 20 % of the points
were scrambled to simulate outliers. Note, that the method by
Kukelova et al. can make use of all points, including the non-
planar correspondences, hence the theoretical maximal limit is
higher than for the homography based methods. As is evident,
our method is superior in terms of reaching its theoretical
maximal limit fastest, and significantly faster than the SOTA
solver [20].

We note that the proposed methods are faster than [27],
which is partly due to the number of operations required
to compute the coefficients for the corresponding elimination
template is significantly less in our case, as well as the eigen
value problems being smaller.

TABLE I
MEAN EXECUTION TIME FOR 10,000 RANDOMLY GENERATED PROBLEMS

IN C++. ALL SOLVERS WERE IMPLEMENTED USING EIGEN [39] AND
COMPILED IN G++ WITH THE -O3 OPTIMIZATION FLAG.

Case Author Execution time (µs)
fHf Our 14

Ding et al. [20] 1052
fEf Kukelova et al. [27] 103
Hf Our 5

Ding et al. [20] 124
Ef Kukelova et al. [27] 25
f1Hf2 Our 9

Ding et al.. [20] 47
f1Ef2 Bougnoux [25] 27

TABLE II
MEAN EXECUTION TIME FOR REACHING AT LEAST 95 % INLIER RATIO IN
A RANSAC LOOP, BASED ON 100 RANDOMLY GENERATED PROBLEMS IN

C++.

Case Author Execution time (ms)
fHf Our 0.035

Ding et al. [20] 19.32
fEf Kukelova et al. [27] 0.118

A. Real data

The real data was captured using a monochrome global
shutter camera (OV9281) with resolution 480 × 640 and an
inertial measurement unit (MPU-9250). The extracted feature
locations were undistorted to remove fish-eye effects. Ground
truth and pair-wise feature matches were generated by a
simultaneous localization and mapping system, where both the
re-projection and IMU error were minimized; this is in order
to create a globally consistent solution in metric scale. No
assumptions about the scene structure were made, which lead
to some matches not belonging to the ground plane, resulting
in natural outliers, for the proposed method.

The data consists of both indoor and outdoor sequences
containing mostly planar surfaces. The dataset contains shorter
sequences (containing fewer than 50 images), as well as longer
ones (containing more than 600 images), with varying kinds
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Fig. 6. Drone experiment: (Left to right) Example image of the scene from the UAV. Focal length error, rotation error, translation error (as defined in (16)).

of motions. Examples of input images can be seen in the left-
most column of Fig. 6. Here, we also present the focal length,
rotation and translation errors compared to the ground truth
data for all frames. The estimated poses were obtained using
200 RANSAC iterations per method and frame for the equal
and unknown focal length solvers.

To visualize the qualitative difference between the methods,
we show the estimated trajectories for the indoor sequence
in Fig. 5. The initial pose was synchronized with the ground
truth pose and the length of the translations scaled to match
the ground truth translation vector for each frame. From here
we converted the relative poses to the absolute poses and
display the estimated trajectories together with the ground
truth trajectories individually.

We also include green dots indicating feature points that
have been matched (at least once) as an inlier in the sequence.
The red dots are feature points that have consistently been
rejected as outliers. For the proposed method a red cluster of
rejected outliers is clearly visible, and these are all feature
point of a door, hence do not belong to the ground plane. It is
interesting to see that the method by Ding et al. [20] uses these
points as well when trying to estimate the relative pose. This,
of course, is valid given the more general assumption used, by

allowing arbitrary plane normals; however, it is readily seen
from the estimated trajectory alone, that this approach is not
robust enough for real-life applications.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented new minimal solvers to
perform homography based indoor positioning. The solvers
can utilize IMU data to obtain a partial extrinsic calibration.
We have evaluated the solvers on both synthetic and real
world data, where we have shown that they are robust to both
Gaussian noise, as well as noise present in real world data.
Comparing with the current state of the art, our solvers are on
par with SOTA [20] on synthetic data and outperforms them on
real world data, where the solvers can be seen to follow ground
truth more accurately. However, the main benefit of the solvers
compared to the current state of the art is the execution speed,
which is several orders of magnitude faster. In addition to this
the solvers require fewer points compared to their counterparts.
These attributes make the solvers viable for real-time systems,
such as UAVs, requiring many RANSAC iterations to ensure
robustness and therefore fast execution to meet the short time
budget per frame.
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